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Warranty Extension

The Richard Wolf Warranty Extension allows you to take an initial significant step toward minimizing risk resulting from
unplanned repair expenses.
Even if quality and reliability are among the main features of Richard Wolf products, damage to a component can never
be entirely excluded. The Richard Wolf Warranty Extension puts you on the safe side in a worst-case scenario. It offers you
extended protection after the statutory warranty for a period of time selected by you.
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A plus for risk minimization
You can make claims for remedying defects free of charge even after the expiry of the first 24 months.
A plus for quality
Original Richard Wolf replacement parts are used to make repairs. If a defective product cannot be repaired, it is exchanged
for an as-new Richard Wolf product.
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The Richard Wolf Warranty Extension prolongs the statutory warranty period covering product defects for up to 5 years
depending on your requirement. This allows you to make claims for correction of defects even after expiry of the first
24 months.
If corrective maintenance measures due to defects are required within the agreed term (repair or exchange of defective
products), these are remedied free of charge and to the best Richard Wolf quality.

Specifications subject to change without notice.

A plus for security

